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ADDENDA TO THE PAPER AT THE BEGINNING OF
THE VOLUME, ON THE SCYTHIC VERSION OF THE
BEHISTUN INSCRIPTION.
IN page 99 of this volume, in the remarks upon a passage recording
the death of Bardes, the brother of Cambyses, I stated that we have
at the beginning of line 23 only a few characters as the representatives
of nearly two lines in the Persian original. There was obviously
something wanting, and the word yufri, left incomplete at the end of
line 22, ought to have aided in suggesting the omission of a line in
my copy; but I had confidence in the pantograph, and made no
further investigation, taking it for granted that all was right. I
have since been informed, however, by Colonel Rawlinson, who made
his copy from the rock itself, that I have left out a line; and a
reference to the cast shows that this is the case. The omission arose
from the crumpled state of the paper impression, which had been
folded upon that very line, so as to obliterate every trace of a
character, coupled with the fact that the instrument was shifted, and
a new commencement made upon the same spot. The line is much
injured, and these are the only characters preserved by Colonel
Rawlinson:—
vi yu ta ko vas mar
T zffi &~ EYYY N T HTC< -} -
kan pu chi ya yu far ri
This is hardly more than half a line, but the equivalents for the
words mother and brother are unknown, and it cannot be completed.
From yufri, at the end of line 22, down to marris in the omitted line,
the clause must be " He held the kingdom here before me." Kan-
puchiya yufri must be the commencement of the sentence " Cambyses
had a brother named Bardes, of the same father and mother with
Cambyses." The hardly visible £:Y>-fe probably represents "mother."
See page 161. In line 23 (which should have been the 24th), the
word preceding Cambyses, of which the last letter ^ T is the only one
quite positive, may be Y>- y ^1 " afterwards."
An error of reading has been communicated by my friend
Westergaard. The initial of the name Artabardes, the only character
visible, is given correctly on the plate >W and properly transcribed;
but is afterwards written >-5^|5= by inadvertence. I notice this
I
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more especially, because it bears on the theory of the consonantal and •
vocalic harmony of the language, which Westergaard is carrying out. *;
He has also furnished me with several valuable improvements to the 4
alphabet, which I hope he will shortly publish. I have just received
from Bonn a critique by Dr. M. Haug, printed in the " Gelehrte
Anzeigen" of Gbttingen, in which, among other acceptable emendations,
I find a notice of my erroneous reading of >*-l >-]*~ *YY appini.
Dr. Haug makes this a pronoun of the third person plural, and I
agree fully with the correction.
At the close of the 12th volume of the Journal, among some Notes
by Colonel Rawlinson "On the Persian Inscription of Behistun,"
three short inscriptions are given, from the tomb of Darius at Naksh-
i-Rustam, which were copied by Mr. Tasker. The Scythic versions
of two of these inscriptions I can read but partially, not being able
always to divide the wedges into distinct letters. I give them here
as in the copies of Mr. Tasker. The first of these, which is translated
" Gobryas the Patischorian, bow-bearer of King Darius," is written,
as nearly as can be represented, in this way—
All I can read of this I would transcribe into the Behistnn alphabet
in the following manner:
r >u -m< NT m < -IT T m
" Gauparva, Battisvarris, Tariyavaus Kona," &c. What follows
may be " bayuru . . . . tatavar;" but the words are unknown to me:
the first may render the *jE| Y^_T jrTTTT of the Babylonian version.
The reading fc*~| 11 \ instead of JE>-TY *""] Y Y \ in the name of Darius
is probably an error of the copy.
The next inscription may be translated "Aspachana, the chamber-
lain, keeper of the arrows of King Darius." The word in the Persian
which I have rendered "chamberlain," or "keeper of the clothes," is
*~y^ y"f "^f *M[ watrabara: it was inadvertently omitted in the
printed copy. The Scythic version follows:—
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Of this I read less than of the preceding. 'Y Yt ^ Y II >-JlY
(Asbazana) is the first word, no doubt, a wedge being omitted in the
second character; the imperfect word beginning *£E>-YY>-YT must be
Darius; and the last is JlYY>- *-TYY^  £^ YY (jnarris). All the rest
is unintelligible to me.
The next Inscription, " These are the Machiya," is made in the
Scythic version >-£j ' " [ ty f : ] ! y^^l^^YY*" "ye Machchiya ra."
Every letter is distinct, and nothing requires to be added to what is given
by Col. Rawlinson in p. xxi. of his Notes. The character read mack
is made *-]t* > I have made it >-Yji5I in my alphabet, as it appeared
to me in lines 53 and 65 of the 2nd column of the Behistun Inscription,
and as Westergaard reads it with some hesitation; on a closer exami-
nation of the paper cast, I find that the character is unmistakeably
>-Y^5I, as given in the plate.
E. N.
19th July, 1855.
